
THE SCROLL

INT. DAY. A dusty tomb.

A shaft of light hits an eccentric looking older man with

wild, tangled hair. He has European features but is deeply

tanned and dressed in desert garb. A naked white light bulb

hangs from a cord in the ceiling, swaying gently though the

room appears airless. He is humming tunelessly and dusting

with a tool that looks like a tiny toothbrush. He is

squinting.

Next to him in a glass case is a scroll, ancient and

delicate, with eloquent writing that can’t be decipher from

this distance. Parts of the scroll are missing. There is a

clay jar beside it in the case which is more crude, (a la

The Dead Sea Scrolls) He is DR. LUNTER, a quack Egyptologist

in the style of a kookier and less erudite Graham Hancock.

Not an actual doctor and definitely a tourist when it comes

to Egypt and antiquities. He speaks like James Lipton.

He is tolerated because he has money and the ears of people

with more, and his wild theories and books bring attention

to the actual discipline. In legitimate scientific circles

he’s regarded as a buffoon with crackpot theories too

laughable for even Art Bell. He’s never made a worthwhile

contribution, he’s simply in the way. But this time he can’t

be ignored: Lutner accidentally stumbled on a very rare

artifact, a scroll of unknown origin.

The slant of light widens into a shaft, we move from Lutner

up to the source of natural light above, a square wooden

door in the ceiling which is opening wider. Light pours in.

We see a muscular silhouette haloed by blinding daylight.

The silhouette leans forward and resolves into the squinty

wizened face of JIM KRAMER, a real and respected

Egyptologist who’s worked all his life for a chance to find

something like what Lutner has goofed into.

He leans forward more, his upper torso is now peering down

unseeing from the hatch in the ceiling.

KRAMER

Lutner? You there?

DR. LUTNER

Here Kramer, just doing a little

dusting. (tuts)

KRAMER

Mind if I come down?
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LUTNER

Why not, this is after all our dig.

KRAMER

You never tire of reminding me.

he swings out a rope ladder and descends, his tan 18-hole

boots make a small cloud of dust as he lands

Don’t mind my dust . . .

Lutner pulls out hankie and covers mouth dramatically,

coughing affectedly

LUTNER

No worries Kramer.

KRAMER

Whadday working on there Doc?

LUTNER

Concentrating on this area. There

may be some fragments, possibly

objects of worship.

he coughs again, produces a huge dust mask and puts it on

KRAMER

We found some unusual burial garb

in zone 13. This tomb might be

older than we thought.

LUTNER

Or this tomb was made for a shaman,

a kind of rouge witch doctor.

(next few lines overlap)

KRAMER

Uhm, yes, that’s possible--

LUTNER

(spooky, dramatic)

Who worshiped the moon and the

properties of water like the other

master-builders. Those that created

the Pyramids and Stonehenge --

KRAMER

I hadn’t thought of that. (Pause, a

lull. Changes gears) Lutner, you

made a great discovery in this

scroll. Wanted to congratulate you

again.
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LUTNER

It was nothing, a monkey might have

found it sooner.

KRAMER

Maybe, but a monkey didn’t find it,

you did.

LUTNER

Yes.

KRAMER

Dr. Lutner, the preliminary blue

dye scans of the scroll are

intriguing.

LUTNER

Oh? I’m not surprised. My years of

research led me to this area

because of it’s connection with the

Over-builders, those that taught

the base humans how to make these

great cathedrals to God.

KRAMER

(disregards the babble,

continues )

The language is unique. I’d like

permission to have it analyzed by

the best in our field, and would

like you to be a part of the

process.

LUTNER

You mean me as well as the best in

the field.

KRAMER

You know that’s not what I meant.

Your unique participation in this

project would be -is- invaluable.

LUTNER

I’m sorry Jim, my people are coming

to do their own research.

KRAMER

With respect, do they have the

technology the institute can offer?

The expertise? Do they know how to

analyze it without destroying it?
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LUTNER

My people have done well by me. My

audience deserves to know about

this find and not have it

cloistered by narrow academics.

KRAMER

If the scroll is touched for a

second with a fingertip it’ll

dissolve. A single hair, an

eyelash. . .that it’s survived at

all is almost beyond understanding.

LUTNER

I will supervise them. I will

personally handle the scroll.

KRAMER

How about you get first rights to

publish, to announce the scroll, we

do the dry science, the legwork? A

small team of yours can be with us

every step.

LUTNER

I don’t need your help or

permission. You hate this, but I

found it.

KRAMER

The institute has superior

equipment and expertise, people

who’ve spent their lives learning

how to protect ancient manuscripts

. . . the best in the world.

LUTNER

Experts and academics who hoard

great discoveries for their greater

glory and suppress truth. About

sacred geometry, which this scroll

will, forgive the pun, illuminate.

KRAMER

Nice one.

(beat )

The glory will go to you and your

discovery. I was speaking privately

with Frank Jerome yesterday -

LUTNER

Frank Jerome, of Egyptologists in

the Midst of the Modern Age?
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KRAMER

And editor of Yesterday’s

Archeologist Today. That Frank

Jerome.

LUTNER

Oh? And what were you discussing?

KRAMER

You, Lutner. We were discussing you

and your discovery.

LUTNER

Go on,Kramer. I’m listening for now

KRAMER

He wants to put you and the scroll

on the cover.

LUTNER

I could never. . .Which issue?

KRAMER

The double holiday issue, the one

even the Plebeians read.

LUTNER

(solemn)

A singular honor I must

respectfully, decline.

KRAMER

You deserve it doctor, and I can

make it happen. If we can conduct

the first hard science.

LUTNER

I have my people. They have methods

unknown to you. I will consider

your offer.

KRAMER

Jerome’s on a deadline.

LUTNER

Maybe I’ll let your people treat

the parchment. Do some scans and

analysis, for posterity’s sake, but

then we take over.

KRAMER

Sounds fine for now. The scroll

deserves careful observation and

(MORE)
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KRAMER (cont’d)

preservation so it can be studied.

Happy dusting.

Lutner tuts, resumes brushing. Kramer approaches ladder,

deliberately scrapes foot on ground creating another small

dust cloud, ascends.


